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Version B means that the search words are chosen by a random word generator which is on a 
website online. For Version B I will generate the words, copy them and place them into the Google 
search engine search bar without performing the search yet. I do the RV and then perform the 
search, the target is the first image that appears from the search. Only that one first search image 
will be seen, as was with Version A. This is Version B4 meaning there are four search words. 

Palm Boxers Waist Air Conditioner

There is a blue box which is made out of a synthetic material, it is very light weight and easily shifted 
across the floor, it is like a light weight plastic, a blue color and incredibly reflective of light so that it 
has a white line of color across it. Like a box for tissues. The floor is a shiny black smooth surface, 
the floor is shifted at an angle but is a square. The floor also feels artificial and also like cheap 
plastic. 

The shiny box moves across the floor easily, shifting around. It is not attached to the floor, it glides 
around on the floor easily. The corners of the box are rounded and not sharp. 

The box wants to slide over to me when I place my hand near it. It has some height to it but does 
not have a high elevation it is not what we would call tall. I can look inside it from the top where it is 
open. It shines a lot and now the reflection shows a human's face reflected on the outer surface 
shine. The box glides around the floor in a seemingly asymmetric pattern of movement, it is not 
moving along a straight line of path but kind of around this way and that and back again and so. 

It feels like cheap plastic, a fake plastic, a fake vinyl outer coating, like the same kind of plastic we 
have on Christmas tree ball ornaments. The shine on it is just absolutely beautiful. 

Let's look inside from the top. I come across a man's sweaty forehead, it is the same man as earlier, 
there are many parallel lines across his forehead, the locks of hair were sweaty, he is an older man 
with a vertically short face and his teeth are in bad shape, he has round eyes. I don't want to draw 
him at least not yet. 

There is something so fake about this blue tissues box shaped box. 

Investigate the bottom surface of the box: There is nothing there, I cannot find anything at all to say 
about anything there. The bottom surface of the box is indented toward the center, and is not a flat 



bottom. The bottom goes inward in the middle just like some wine bottles do on the bottom except 
that this one is not as round in that shape because it is a roughly square shaped box. 

I suspect that this target may be presenting me with what I call an "anomaly" which is from what I 
say are a non-functional target. But I will keep going. Not that the target image necessarily is not a 
suitable image to remote view, but that something is wrong with the signal, or tasking of the target 
image into a target. 

The shine is beautiful and there is the face of the old man again. I will attempt to draw him. 

There is a bare hand flat against the floor now, but I see the shiny blue again at the same time. 

Go to the floor: I am sliding and gliding around there on the floor, or rather that I am feeling an 
element do that. The floor feels soft when I press my finger into it it was like a plastic cushion. 

6:42 PM End RV. I could probe further but let's stop here. 

Well that is a really good drawing that I made of man's underwear boxer shorts. This is one of the 
most correlating drawings I have ever made. The colors of black and dark blue, the shape with the 
open at the top, it is as if I drew one leg side of the shorts, and the shine was drawn beautifully 
which looks just like the turquoise colored lines on the shorts. 

I now understand why this target felt like an "anomaly", if it was photographed while worn by a 
human model, then both the human and the background have been digitally removed, which could 
be why it felt like I was in an artificial space. 

The indented at the bottom of the tissues box makes sense that it goes inward there, in that the 
shorts would be open at the legs, but how that factors in if these shorts were worn by a human 
model at the time of the photograph. Did I remote view the shorts with the human model before it 
was digitally removed from the picture, or did I remote view the finished digitally modified picture? I 
did detect a human, but if that was from the target or if it was logic inserting a false or expected 
impression because one of the words was "boxer", I do not know. 

This session gets an A for correlation. Normally for an A I would also expect to say more about what
the target is, but with a target that has been digitally modified and made to have an artificial white 
background those kind of target images I would normally have disqualified in the past. The 
correlation between my drawing is very clear to the target image. 

What is also exciting is that the target image could not have been inferred from the four known 
search images, Palm Boxers Waist Air Conditioner. The word Palm conjured in my mind the idea of 
tall waving palm trees, Boxers made me only think of the sport boxing and male boxers doing a 
match in the ring, Waist I did not even think about, Air Conditioner made me think of one of those 
aluminum colored long rectangular paths that go up or down in elevation as we move along them as 
well as the thought of moving air and sound. I did not sit and think about what the search words 
conjure up for me but of course the slightest quickest glance at the search images can bring 
something up in the mind, the mind makes an instant connection between the word Palm to images 



of waving tall palm trees. What I could not have imagined is boxer shorts, nor did I describe boxer 
shorts or fabric or clothing, but the drawing looks a lot like the target image. 

Image source https://www.amazon.com/SAXX-Underwear-Saxx-Kinetic-Boxer/dp/B009MI5PVA
Image link https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/715Ss0d%2B6AL._UY445_.jpg

6:56 PM End session. 


